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This book, written by leading international experts, provides a comprehensive, current
examination of transport-mediated antimicrobial resistance. As a particularly powerful
mechanism of multidrug resistance, an in-depth examination of efflux pumps is
conducted with bacteria of major public health concern including Enterobacteriaceae,
Acinetobacter, Neisseria, Pseudomonas, staphylococci, and mycobacteria. The content
spans structural biochemistry and transport mechanisms of the major transporter
families and considers individual drug efflux systems across various Gram-positive and
Gram-negative species. Genomic analysis of efflux pump distribution and their
contribution to clinically-relevant resistance are a major focus of the text. Moreover,
interplay between drug efflux pumps and other key resistance mechanisms such as
intrinsic drug impermeability, inactivation, and target alterations are discussed, as well
as their molecular expression-based regulation and physiological functions beyond
resistance, involving biofilms, stress response, and pathogenicity. Finally, strategies are
addressed to target this drug resistance mechanism with novel antimicrobials or drug
inhibitor adjuvants.
Applying a trans-disciplinary approach, this book provides a comprehensive, researchbased guide to understanding, implementing, and strengthening sustainable community
health in diverse international settings. By examining the interdependence of
environmental, economic, public health, community wellbeing and development factors,
the authors address the systemic factors impacting health disparities, inequality and
social justice issues. The book analyzes strategies based on a partnership view of
health, in which communities determine their health and wellness working alongside
local, state and federal health agencies. Crucially, it demonstrates that communities are
themselves health systems and their wellbeing capabilities affect the health of
individuals and the collective alike. It identifies health indicators and tools that
communities and policy makers can utilize to sustain truly inclusive health systems.
This book offers a unique resource for researchers and practitioners working across
psychology, mental health, rehabilitation, public health, epidemiology, social policy,
healthcare and allied health.
The MPEG-1 Layer III (MP3) algorithm is one of the most successful audio formats for
consumer audio storage and for transfer and playback of music on digital audio players.
The MP3 compression standard along with the AAC (Advanced Audio Coding)
algorithm are associated with the most successful music players of the last decade.
This book describes the fundamentals and the MATLAB implementation details of the
MP3 algorithm. Several of the tedious processes in MP3 are supported by
demonstrations using MATLAB software. The book presents the theoretical concepts
and algorithms used in the MP3 standard. The implementation details and simulations
with MATLAB complement the theoretical principles. The extensive list of references
enables the reader to perform a more detailed study on specific aspects of the
algorithm and gain exposure to advancements in perceptual coding. Table of Contents:
Introduction / Analysis Subband Filter Bank / Psychoacoustic Model II / MDCT / Bit
Allocation, Quantization and Coding / Decoder
This text provides a practical guide providing step-by-step protocol to design and
develop vaccines. Chapters detail protocols for developing novel vaccines against
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infectious bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites for humans and animals. Volume 2:
Vaccines for Veterinary Diseases includes vaccines for farm animals and fishes,
vaccine vectors and production, vaccine delivery systems, vaccine bioinformatics,
vaccine regulation and intellectual property. Written for the Methods in Molecular
Biology series, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the
necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory
protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and
practical, Vaccine Design: Methods and Protocols, Volume 2: Vaccines for Veterinary
Diseases aims to ensure successful results in the further study of this vital field.
"There is nothing in the world like this book. It should be in every library and on the
bookshelves of all those interested in cacti. The book will be an important resource for
plant physiology, agronomy, and horticulture classes at both the undergraduate and
graduate level."—Bruce Smith, Brigham Young University "Cacti: Biology and Uses is a
landmark publication of one of the world's most unique group of plants. Park Nobel, a
leading authority on succulent plants, has assembled a collection of contributions that
spans a wide range of issues extending from basic systematics, anatomy, physiology
and ecology to considerations of conservation and human uses of this diverse group of
plants. This nicely-produced and well-illustrated volume provides a resource that will be
of great use to a wide range of scientists, practitioners, and enthusiasts of this plant
group."—Harold Mooney, Paul S. Achilles Professor of Environmental Biology, Stanford
University
Cancer Pharmacology: An Illustrated Manual of Anticancer Drugs provides a one-stop
guide to the essential basic and clinical science of all the effective, life-prolonging drug
therapies in oncology. From traditional cytotoxic agents to targeted genomic,
epigenomic, hormonal, and immunotherapeutic agents, this book covers the staggering
advances in cancer pharmacology that are propelling new standards of care for
common and uncommon malignancies. Beautifully illustrated throughout, each chapter
contains visually engaging figures detailing the tumor microenvironment, chemical
structures of agents, pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, pharmacogenomic, and
molecular properties of the various agents, and their mechanisms of action. As the first
illustrated book of its kind, this highly visual text uses a uniform approach to each
cancer drug class and agent presented in the book, and covers alkylating agents,
antimetabolites, antimitotics, epigenetic modulators, hormonal agents, targeted
therapies, monoclonal antibodies, immunotherapeutic agents, and much more. Flow
diagrams, clinical tables, and bulleted text further explain important information
pertaining to each cancer drug class including their indications, mechanisms of action,
potential adverse reactions, dosing and dose adjustments, and safety monitoring.
Organized in an easyto- digest format and replete with detailed images, clinical pearls,
and end of chapter Q&As, this evidence-based reference presents all major classes,
agents, targets, and approaches to cancer pharmacotherapy. Whether you are a
trainee, a clinical scientist, or a clinician in practice, the book is an ideal reference. It
presents challenging information in an instructional way, illustrates key concepts for
ease of retention, and poses tough questions so readers can problem solve potential
scenarios and test their pharmacologic acumen. Written by leading experts in
oncopharmacology, this first-of-its kind manual is a “must have” for anyone involved in
the basic, translational, or clinical aspects of oncology and hematology including
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clinicians, pharmacists, nurses, and trainees. KEY FEATURES: In Includes visual
depictions of chemical structures, pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and
pharmacogenomics associated with each class of agents Describes how
chemotherapy, targeted therapy, immunotherapy, and hormonal therapy work and why
they are expected to work adjuvantly, neoadjuvantly, and in combination with other
modalities Over 100 highly stylized images and numerous comprehensive tables
Covers challenges related to drug development, drug approval, and regulatory issues in
relation to anticancer treatments All chapters conclude with clinical pearls and detailed
clinical Q&As with descriptive rationales Purchase includes access to the ebook for use
on most mobile devices or computers
The world of halophiles is quite diverse and their representatives in three domains of
life i.e. archaea, bacteria and eukarya. They are found all over the small subunit rRNA
based tree of life and these micro-organisms are adapted to salt concentration up to
saturation hence able to grow at >300g/l Nacl concentration. Their metabolic diversity is
high as well encompassing oxygenic and anoxygenic phototrophs, aerobic
heterotrophs, denitrifiers, sulphate reducers, fermenters and methanogens. The
proteins of halophiles are magnificently engineered to function in a milieu containing
2-5M salt that encodes genes represent a valuable repository and resource for
reconstruction and visualizing processes of habitat selection and adaptive evolution.
Search for new enzymes endowed with novel activities and enhanced stability
continues to be desirable purpose for important commercial production of
biotechnological significance. These poly extremophiles proved excellent source of
enzymes and metabolites possessing inherent ability to function in extreme conditions
of high salt, alkaline pH and facilitating catalysis for industrial application in food
processing, industrial bioconversion, bioremediation etc. In fact, it has just begun to
realize the great potential and true extent of diversity and suitable applications if
explored them judiciously. This book highlights current applications and research on
halophiles to provide a timely overview. Chapters are written by expert authors from
around the world and include topics of varied importance which include their role to play
in enzyme production, restoration of soil fertility and plant growth , antimicrobial and
biocatalytic potential, biomolecules in nanotechnology and aspects of quorum sensing.
The book is divided into three sections, dealing with biodiversity, biotechnology and
sustainable exploitation of halophiles. This major new work represents a valuable
source of information to all those scientists interested in microorganisms in general and
extremophiles in particular with respect to their innovative products and applications.
Trusted by generations of residents and practitioners, The Harriet Lane Handbook from The
Johns Hopkins University remains your first choice for fast, accurate information on pediatric
diagnosis and treatment. Now even more convenient to carry, it's your go-to resource for a
wealth of practical information, including the latest treatment and management
recommendations, immunization schedules, procedures, and therapeutic guidelines, as well as
a unique, comprehensive drug formulary. New information on dermatology treatments, eczema
complications, lead poisoning, and signs of child abuse keeps you completely up to date. You'll
also have easy access to the entire contents online, with frequent updates to drug information,
treatment protocols, vaccination schedules, and downloadable images at
www.expertconsult.com. Benefit from time-tested, practical wisdom - from the first book written
"by residents, for residents," reviewed by expert faculty at The Johns Hopkins Hospital, and
essential for all health care professionals who treat children. Find information quickly and
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easily, even in the most demanding circumstances, with a modified outline format. Rely on the
most dependable drug information available with the thoroughly updated, one-of-a-kind
pediatric formulary. Ensure accurate and efficient diagnosis and treatment with all-new
coverage of dermatology treatments, eczema complications, and lead poisoning, as well as
new CDC immunization schedules, vaccine abbreviations, and full-color images of the signs of
child abuse. Access the complete contents online at www.expertconsult.com, including
frequent updates to the trusted and comprehensive Pediatric Drug Formulary. Carry it more
easily in your pocket with its smaller, more concise format - still delivering the same highquality information you can refer to with confidence, but in a more convenient size. Harriet
Lane, the most trusted pediatric handbook for over 50 years, is your first and best option for
help in daily diagnosis and treatment.
Thoroughly detailed and illustrated, this book examines the construction, properties,
applications, and problems associated with specific types of fusion molecules used in clinical
and research medicine. The editors present an overview of the field, followed by nine chapters
divided into two general sections based on the two primary parts of the antibody molecule: Fab
fusion proteins and Fc fusion proteins. In addition, numerous renowned scientists in the field
have contributed outlines demonstrating man-made molecules that will be required not only to
overcome the limitations of monoclonal antibodies, but also to extend the principle of selective
targeting. Divided into specific, accessible sections, Antibody Fusion Proteins includes: *
Chapters describing Fc fusion proteins, as well as several classes of antigen-binding proteins *
Complete details on the design and molecular construction of genetically engineered fusion
molecules * Useful information on molecular purification, large-scale production, practical
applications, and their therapeutic potential * The latest data on forming fusion proteins with
toxins, cytokines, or enzymes that can activate a prodrug
Avoiding infection has always been expensive. Some human populations escaped tropical
infections by migrating into cold climates but then had to procure fuel, warm clothing, durable
housing, and crops from a short growing season. Waterborne infections were averted by
owning your own well or supporting a community reservoir. Everyone got vaccines in rich
countries, while people in others got them later if at all. Antimicrobial agents seemed at first to
be an exception. They did not need to be delivered through a cold chain and to everyone, as
vaccines did. They had to be given only to infected patients and often then as relatively cheap
injectables or pills off a shelf for only a few days to get astonishing cures. Antimicrobials not
only were better than most other innovations but also reached more of the world’s people
sooner. The problem appeared later. After each new antimicrobial became widely used, genes
expressing resistance to it began to emerge and spread through bacterial populations. Patients
infected with bacteria expressing such resistance genes then failed treatment and remained
infected or died. Growing resistance to antimicrobial agents began to take away more and
more of the cures that the agents had brought.
Lane Parker has suffered a terrible loss: a loss he can't get over, not even years later.
Burdened by secrets he won't tell his closest friends and focused on only one goal, he finally
gets the phone call he's been waiting for. Luck gives him a precious second chance to get back
what was taken from him—and he'll use all his strength to make sure that the tragedy never
happens again. Raegan Hayes is a spirited fighter and survivor—and she's furious at Lane, her
former employer, after their paths cross at a police station and he accuses her of betrayal.
Now, they both must move forward to get past the tragic incident that tore them apart long ago.
But the more time Lane spends with the beautiful Raegan, the more he becomes drawn to
her…and the more his passion overpowers his hostility. Can a new beginning transform their
relationship from suspicion-filled to steamy?
Presents nine comprehensive and cutting-edge reviews on the current state of antimicrobial
resistance. Special emphasis is placed on state-of-the-art research and the authors focus on
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novel approaches and new perspectives. Topics include new antibiotics, biofilm resistance,
drug efflux, plasmid-mediated resistance, extended-spectrum beta-lactamases, monitoring of
resistance, predicting the evolution of new resistance, antibiotic cycling, and a review of the
system for the discovery and development of novel antibiotics.
Modern approaches to microbial classification and identification, particularly those based on
nucleic acid analysis, have raised the awareness and interest of microbiologists in systematics
during the past decade. The extended scope of the subject has revolutionized microbial
ecology with the demonstration of uncultivable microorganisms as a major component of the
biosphere and evolution, with the ribosomal RNA phylogenetic tree as the basis of current
classifications. However, advances in microbial systematics have also had enormous impact
on other, diverse aspects of microbiology such as animal pathogenicity, plant-microbe
interactions and relationships with food. In this book, we survey and discuss in depth the
contribution of modern taxonomic approaches to our understanding of the microbiology of
these various systems. The book does not concentrate on methods - these have been well
reported elsewhere - instead it provides a unique insight into the application and value of
modern systematics in diverse branches of microbiology. It will be of value to microbiologists at
both research and technical levels who need to appreciate the range of organisms with which
they work and the diversity within them. It will also be of value to teachers and students of
microbiology courses who want to understand how systematics can enhance microbiology
beyond the routine of classification, nomenclature, and identification.
The rhizosphere is a very complex environment in which the effects of the plant on soil
microorganisms and the effects of the microorganisms on the plant are interacting and are
interdependent. Plant root exudates and breakdownproducts attract microbes and feed them
and, in turn, the plants often bene?t from the microbes. Interactions among microorgismsandplantrootsareessentialfornutritionalrequirementsoftheplant. Plant growth, development
and productivity are largely dependent on the soil environment in the root region rhizosphere.
The new techniques of studying the rhizosphere enables us to get a much better
understanding of the dynamics of the rhizosphere population, such rhizosphere studies
beingofinteresttoagriculturists,soilbiologists,chemists,microbiologists andmolecularbiologists.
The rhizosphere microbes in?uence the root environment in several ways. They may change
the oxidation-reduction potential, in?uence the
availabilityofmoistureandnutrients,producegrowthinhibitingorgrowth promoting substances in
the form of exudates, provide competition and
possiblyinducemanyothereffects.Mycorrhizalassociationsarebene?cial in mineral uptake and in
increasing root surface area for effective ion absorption.
Antagonism,competitionandsynergisminsoilandtherhizoplane(r- zosphere) are the most
important microbial interactions to consider in the study of rhizosphere biology. With the
growing information on the production of growth regulators, competitiveness of the microbes in
the rhizosphere, microsymbionts, and other factors, their effect upon plant growth will become
more evident. Experiments on the introduction of microbes or their products in the rhizosphere
will help to improve our understandingofthebiologyoftherhizosphere.

All of the parasitic organisms highlighted in this new book represent medically
important human pathogens that contribute significantly to the global burden of
disease. As such there is intense interest in understanding the molecular basis of
infection by these pathogens—not only with regard to their clinical relevance but
also the fascinating biology they reveal. For most of the parasites discussed here
the ability to penetrate biological barriers and/or to establish intracellular
residence is critical to survival of the pathogen in the mammalian hosts. For other
parasites, a tissue invasive phenotype is a key virulence determinant. In the
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ensuing 18 chapters, select members of this diverse set of protozoan parasites,
as well as some examples of the extremely reduced fungal parasites classified as
Microsporidia, are discussed within the context of the fascinating molecular
strategies employed by these organisms to migrate across biological barriers and
to establish residence within target host cells.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Monoclonal Antibodies" that
was published in Antibodies
The relationships between soils, microbes and humans are of crucial relevance in
the tropics, where plant stress and microbial activity are exacerbated. This
volume of Soil Biology presents the living component of tropical soils, showing
how it is shaped by environmental conditions and emphasizing its dramatic
impact on human survival and well-being. Following an introduction to the
specificities of tropical soils and of their microbial communities, the biological
aspects of soil management are examined, dealing with land use change,
conservation and slash-and-burn agriculture, the restoration of hot deserts,
agroforestry and paddy rice cultivation. As they are of particular relevance for
tropical agriculture, symbioses of plants and microbes are thoroughly covered, as
are the biodegradation of pesticides and health risks associated with wastewater
irrigation. Lastly, traditional soil knowledge is discussed as a key to our
sustainable presence in this world.
The Janeway's Immunobiology CD-ROM, Immunobiology Interactive, is included
with each book, and can be purchased separately. It contains animations and
videos with voiceover narration, as well as the figures from the text for
presentation purposes.
The foremost text in this complex and fast-changing field, Medical Microbiology,
9th Edition, provides concise, up-to-date, and understandable explanations of
key concepts in medical microbiology, immunology, and the microbes that cause
human disease. Clear, engaging coverage of basic principles, immunology,
laboratory diagnosis, bacteriology, virology, mycology, and parasitology help you
master the essentials of microbiology?effectively preparing you for your
coursework, exams, and beyond. Features significant new information on the
human microbiome and its influence on the immune and other body systems, and
new developments in microbial diagnosis, treatment, diseases, and pathogens.
Updates every chapter with state-of-the-art information and current literature
citations. Summarizes detailed information in tabular format rather than in lengthy
text. Provides review questions at the end of each chapter that correlate basic
science with clinical practice. Features clinical cases that illustrate the
epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment of infectious diseases. Introduces
microbe chapters with summaries and trigger words for easy review. Highlights
the text with clear, colorful figures, clinical photographs, and images that help you
visualize the clinical presentation of infections. Offers additional study features
online, including 200 self-assessment questions, microscopic images of the
microbes, videos, and a new integrating chapter that provides hyperlinks
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between the microbes, the organ systems that they affect, and their diseases.
Evolve Instructor site with an image and video collection is available to instructors
through their Elsevier sales rep or via request at: https://evolve.elsevier.com.
Now in striking full color, this Seventh Edition of Koneman’s gold standard text
presents all the principles and practices readers need for a solid grounding in all
aspects of clinical microbiology—bacteriology, mycology, parasitology, and
virology. Comprehensive, easy-to-understand, and filled with high quality images,
the book covers cell and structure identification in more depth than any other
book available. This fully updated Seventh Edition is enhanced by new
pedagogy, new clinical scenarios, new photos and illustrations, and all-new
instructor and student resources.
This book identifies novel advanced materials that can be utilized as protective
agents for the preservation of stone. The innovative solutions to stone
conservation presented here result in increased sustainability, reduced
environmental impact, and increased social and economic benefits. It provides an
overview of recent trends and progress in advanced materials applied to stone
protection. It also explores the scientific principles behind these advanced
materials and discusses their applications to diff erent types of stone preservation
efforts. Essential information as well as knowledge on the availability and
applicability of advanced nanostructured materials is also provided, with focus
placed on the practical aspects of stone protection. Th e book highlights an
interdisciplinary eff ort regarding novel applications of nanostructured materials in
the advancement of stone protection. It provides insight towards forthcoming
developments in the fi eld. Advanced nanostructured materials are designed and
developed with the aim of being chemically, physically, and mechanically
compatible with stone. Advanced materials for stone conservation that are
characterized by several functional properties are considered in this book. These
include the physico-chemical, protective, and morphological properties, ecotoxicity, and mechanisms of degradation. The authors present a thorough
overview of cutting–edge discoveries, detailed information on recent
technological developments, breakthroughs in novel nanomaterials, utilization
strategies for applications in cultural heritage, and the current status and future
outlook of the topic to address a wide range of scientific communities.
This item is sold only in sets of 100. This WHO booklet includes the Model International
Certificate of Vaccination or Prophylaxis contained in Annex 6 of the International Health
Regulations (2005). The Certificate is used for recording vaccinations or prophylaxis, in
accordance with the IHR (2005), including vaccination or revaccination against yellow fever.
Additional pages in the booklet have space for recording other vaccinations. (Please note that
Certificates of vaccination are not sold individually.They are only available in packs of 100.)
This authoritative volume explores the fundamental concepts and numerous applications of
targeted delivery of drugs to the body. This compilation has been divided into eight sections
comprised of the basic principles of drug targeting, disease and organ/organelle-based
targeting, passive and active targeting strategies, and various advanced drug delivery tools
such as functionalized lipidic, polymeric and inorganic nanocarriers. Together, the twenty-three
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chapters cover a wide range of topics in the field, including tumor and hepatic targeting,
polymer-drug conjugates, nanoemulsion, physical and biophysical characteristics of
nanoparticles, and in vivo imaging techniques, among others. The book also examines
advanced characterization techniques, regulatory hurdles and toxicity-related issues that are
key features for successful commercialization of targeted drug delivery system products.
Targeted Drug Delivery is a comprehensive reference guide for drug delivery researchers, both
beginners and those already working in the field.
"Get the most from your study time, and experience a realistic USMLE simulation with Rapid
Review Microbiology and Immunology, 3rd Edition, by Drs. Ken S. Rosenthal and Michael J.
Tan. This new reference in the highly rated Rapid Review Series is formatted as a bulleted
outline with photographs, tables and figures that address all the microbiology and immunology
information you need to know for the USMLE. And with Student Consult functionality, you can
become familiar with the look and feel of the actual exam by taking a timed or a practice test
online that includes 400 USMLE-style questions."--Publisher's website.
This book discusses the current direction of the research approach to extreme biomimetics
through biological materials-inspired chemistry and its applications in modern technology and
medicine. It is a resource covering topics of extreme (psychrophilic and thermopilic)
biomineralization, solvothermal and hydrothermal chemistry of metal oxides and
nanostructured composites, and bioinspired materials science in a diverse areas. The authors
review the current advances in the extreme biomimetics research field and describe various
approaches introduced and explored by their respective laboratories. • Details the basic
principles of extreme biomimetics approach for design of new materials and applications; •
Includes numerous examples of the hierarchical organization of hydrothermally or
psychrophilically obtained biocomposites, structural bioscaffolds, biosculpturing, biomimetism,
and bioinspiration as tools for the design of innovative materials; • Describes and details the
principles of extreme biomimetics with respect to metallization of chemically and thermally
stable biopolymers.
The eighth edition of Diseases of Swine includes much new information and is more complete
and relevant than ever before. More than 120 authors, many of them new to this edition and all
carefully selected for their expertise, contribute to the book's 76 chapters. The new edition
offers greater utility to practitioners by providing assistance in diagnostic investigation (with
charts on differential diagnoses with the full range of clinical symptoms and presenting signs,
including porcice reproductive and respiratory syndrome and other emerging diseases) and
assistance in developing herd health strategies. In addition, the chapter on genetics now
includes current and future application of generic markers and DNA mapping. The section on
porcine reproductivity and respiratory syndrome now offers the most comprehensive and
definitive information available; it is written by both US and European researchers with
contributions by highly experienced outbreak and chronic infection veterinary practitioners.
Introduction to Botany's comprehensive coverage captures readers' attention by showing them
why plants are a fascinating and essential part of their everyday lives. The clear, concise text
focuses on four major themesÑplants and people, conservation biology, evolution, and
biotechnologyÑand gives readers practical and relevant information about the world of botany.
Thematic boxes throughout each chapter further highlight the relationship between plants and
readers' lives. Nabors' clear and engaging writing style keeps students interested in the
science without ever becoming encyclopedic. Plants & people, conservation biology, evolution,
and biotechnology. For college instructors, students, and anyone interested in plant biology or
botany.
The revised Third Edition of The Prokaryotes, acclaimed as a classic reference in the field,
offers new and updated articles by experts from around the world on taxa of relevance to
medicine, ecology and industry. Entries combine phylogenetic and systematic data with
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insights into genetics, physiology and application. Existing entries have been revised to
incorporate rapid progress and technological innovation. The new edition improves on the lucid
presentation, logical layout and abundance of illustrations that readers rely on, adding color
illustration throughout. Expanded to seven volumes in its print form, the new edition adds a
new, searchable online version.
Authored by the lead author of the bestselling Medical Microbiology and written in the same
tradition, Basic Medical Microbiology was designed as a straight-forward, practical introduction
to this difficult topic. It provides students with a firm foundation in the principles and
applications of microbiology, serving as an effective prep tool for examinations and the
transition into clinical application. Carefully curated contents focus on the most commonly
observed and tested organisms and diseases. Differential diagnosis, organism classification
overview, and a list of antimicrobials used to treat infections are provided in the introductory
chapter of each organism section, reinforcing the clinical application and relevance. Organized
by organism; focuses on the association between an organism and disease. Concise tables
and high-quality illustrations offer visual guidance and an easy review of key material. Clinical
cases reinforce the clinical significance of each organism. Includes multiple-choice questions
to aid in self-assessment and examination preparation.
This book presents a comprehensive overview of new and emerging nanotechnologies. It
includes aspects of nanoparticle monitoring, toxicity, and public perception, and covers
applications that address both crop growing and treatment of agricultural wastewater. Topics
include nanoagrochemicals (nanofertilizers, -pesticides, -herbicides), nanobiosensors, and
nanotechnologies for food processing, packaging, and storage, crop improvement and plant
disease control. The group of expert authors is led by an experienced team of editors.
This accurate, up-to-date text concisely covers the concepts of microbiology and virology
essential to understanding clinical infection, disease pathogenesis, prevention, and treatment.
The 20th edition features improved illustrations, an expanded section in immunology and a
new chapter with case studies. It is extensively revised to reflect new concepts in microbiology,
immunology, bacteriology, mycology, parasitology, and virology. Summary tables and
illustrative figures convey concepts and basic information in an easy-to-follow manner.
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